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12 Introduction 

David O'Brien partially recreates here another project funded by the Brown 
commemoration, an art exhibition entitled "Social Studies: Eight Artists Address 
Brown," using reproductions of the work in the show. Many of these artworks 
help us to imagine the current significance of the issues at the heart of the Brown 
decision. Some of the artists explore the role of education and integration in 
their own lives or the lives of young people still in school. Others force us to 
recognize that various groups, such as homosexuals and the disabled, still en
dure the discrimination and bigotry that Brown addressed. Even for the racial 
and ethnic groups that the Brown decision had in mind, the promises of the 
ruling have remained unfulfilled. One of the artists in the exhibition, Carrie 
Mae Weems, contributes an interview here in which she reflects on the special 
difficulties faced by African American artists in the United States and the cu
rious ways in which the work of African American artists "is always reduced 
to an expression of race and a question of class [which, in turn] becomes an 
easy, quick shorthand for dismissing it or not engaging with it as serious art:' 
Weems speaks eloquently of the double-bind faced by African American artists 
who wish to take on racial issues but who do not want to limit their work to 
these issues. Referring of her recent efforts "to push the conversation to another 
arena;' Weems notes that "it doesn't mean I am not interested in these questions 
[of race], but it does mean that I am endlessly limited in the ways in which the 
work is discussed:' 

Section IV: Illinois and Brown 

The Brown commemoration offered an opportunity for reflection not just on 
the national historical significance of the decision, but also on its significance 
for the state of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, and the university itself. This vol
ume preserves that aspect. Kathryn H. Anthony and Nicholas Watkins's es
say, "A Legacy of Firsts;' documents the history of African Americans in the 
School of Architecture at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, as 
well as the achievements of notable African American alumni. Their research 
reveals that while the field of architecture "has been all too slow to diversify 
its ranks ... ,the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has contributed 
significantly to the education of African American architects around the United 
States, perhaps more so than any other public university with the exception of 
historically African American schools with accredited architecture programs:' 
Nathaniel Banks also focuses on the local context, though in his case it is the 
public and private schools of Champaign that occupy his attention. Banks's 
essay, "Reflections on the Brown Commemoration from a Champaign Na
tive;' offers a personal, candid, and critical assessment of the effects of efforts 
at integration in the Champaign schools from the point of view of a former 
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student in those schools, an administrator in local schools, both public and 
private, and a member of the school board. 

Joy Ann Williamson Lott, a former Illinois PhD student currently at the 
University of Washington, examines the impact of the Brown decision on the 
overwhelmingly white University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and its at
tempts in the late 1960s to attract a higher proportion of African American 
students to its campus. Like many small northern cities, Champaign "maintained 
a firm pattern of residential and educational segregation;' while the university 
endorsed several racist policies, creating an inhospitable environment for Af
rican American students and townsfolk alike. 

Spurred on by liberal administrators, faculty, and students, as well as federal 
incentives, however, the university adopted a series of affirmative action plans 
designed to achieve racial diversity, but as late as 1967 only 223 African American 
undergraduates attended Illinois. In response, a more radicalized group of Af
rican American students formed the Black Students Association and, especially 
after the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. in April 1968, more aggressively 
sought to increase African American enrollment at the university, successfully 
enrolling over 500 African Americans in the freshman class of fall 1968. Their 
arrival, however, prompted a series of peaceful protests that culminated in the 
arrest of over 200 of these new students in an event that the media declared was 
the first student riot of the 1968-69 academic year. Focusing her analysis on the 
climate within which African American students and university administrators 
discussed and often clashed over reform of the university's policies, Williamson 
Lott emphasizes both the achievements of black students and the price they paid 
to bring about reform. 

Chancellor Richard Herman personalizes the issue of immigration to Amer
ica by telling the story through the lens of his immigrant grandparents. In 
looking to the global economy and the flattening world today, he relates how 
immigrants over the latter half of the last century contributed to American in
novation and to the greatness of the nation's universities. Herman's commitment 
to welcoming the world to the University of Illinois and preparing all students to 
participate on the global stage resonates with the best legacy of Brown v. Board 
and demonstrates that Illinois is moving in the right direction. 

The final essay in this section addresses a much -neglected aspect of race rela
tions in Illinois as well as the nation, especially outside the South. Brown v. Board 
tackled the problem of the segregation of schools in areas where different races 
lived in some proximity, but what if communities were racially homogeneous 
by design and far apart from one another? In "Enforcing Brown in Sundown 
Towns;' sociologist James W Loewen, a native Illinoisan who frequently vis
its to speak and lead workshops at the University of Illinois, explores a little
recognized phenomenon that still pervades the United States-the existence of 
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communities, whether towns or suburbs, that actively deny the right of African 
Americans, and other ethnic groups, to buy or rent properties or even spend 
the night there. According to Loewen, these "sundown" communities began to 
appear in every state outside of the "traditional South" in the last decade of the 
nineteenth century until, by the 1930S, they were the rule rather than the excep
tion. As late as 1970 in Illinois, for example, 70 percent of towns with a population 
greater than a thousand were essentially all-white. They came about through a 
combination oflocal ordinances, covenants, intimidation, and violence, tactics 
that school districts also employed as a means of enforcing segregation. 

It is an unfortunate truth that the power of the judiciary lies in the willing
ness of the federal government to enforce its rulings. There is no Supreme Court 
ruling better fitted to illustrate this than in the efforts of such states as Missis
sippi and South Carolina to avoid implementing Brown. Almost as soon as the 
Supreme Court announced its decision, southern states implemented a program 
of massive resistance to integration, and it was only with the threat, or even 
presence, of National Guardsmen that they finally bowed to the inevitable and 
integrated their school systems. Had African American activists not continually 
challenged the defiance of these states by attempting to integrate these schools 
with their own children, it is not inconceivable that Brown would have gone 
down in history as a largely symbolic, and ultimately fruitless, gesture. Since 
sundown communities by definition have no African American popUlations 
to dispute their legality, they have remained largely ignored by the judiciary, 
legislature, and civil rights activists alike. 

Furthermore, the courts have generally supported the existence of sundown 
communities in the few instances where the phenomenon has been challenged. 
In Milliken v. Bradley (1974), for example, the Supreme Court effectively ruled 
that so long as communities did not openly declare themselves to be all-white, it 
was lawful for them to be so. The Court came to this decision despite numerous 
incidents of violence against African American families that attempted to move 
into the Detroit suburbs at the center of the case. Such rulings have severely 
undermined the impact of Brown in ensuring the integration of public schools, 
particularly in northern communities where hostility toward African Americans 
has always been less explicit than in the South. 

Section V: Public Intellectuals and Brown and Its Legacy 

As part of its commemoration, the University of Illinois invited to campus a 
number of individuals who have played key roles as public figures in pursu
ing the goals of Brown or in communicating its ideals to a broad audience. 
In addition to some of the authors already mentioned, these included Julian 
Bond, the civil rights leader and former chair of the National Association for 
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the Advancement of Colored People, Freeman Hrabowski III, the prominent 
educator and chancellor of the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, and 
the writers and journalists Juan Williams and Chris Benson. 

Benson's essay in this volume addresses a shockingly brutal but all too typi
cal episode of racial violence from the years following the Brown decision. 
White supremacists in the South reacted to the Supreme Court's order to end 
segregation predictably enough: by organizing a massive program of officially 
sanctioned resistance to desegregation efforts and a marked increase in the 
number of race crimes designed to remind African Americans of their place in 
Jim Crow society. One such incident occurred on August 28, 1955-just three 
months after the Supreme Court's second ruling on Brown v. Board-when 
two men burst into a small home in Money, Mississippi, and spirited away a 
fourteen-year-old Chicago boy who was visiting relatives. They proceeded to 
beat and torture the boy before finally murdering him and dumping his naked 
body in the Tallahatchie River, where he was discovered, almost unrecogniz
able, three days later. The men had singled out Till for this punishment for two 
reasons: first, he reportedly had the audacity to whistle at the white wife of one 
of his murderers, and second, he was African American. 

In many ways, Emmett Till's death was anything but unusual, just one more 
racially motivated hate-crime designed to keep the South's African American 
popUlation firmly in check. Mississippi was the country's poorest state and also 
the state with the largest African American population. Racism and violence 
against African Americans was an everyday fact of life. What ensured that Till's 
death did not become another forgotten statistic, just one of the more than five 
thousand recorded lynchings since Reconstruction, was his mother's insistence, 
over the objections of Mississippi authorities anxious to prevent the truth from 
being revealed, that his body be sent home to Chicago, where she buried him 
after an open-casket funeral. 

Chris Benson was Illinois's Martin Luther King Jr. Day speaker in 2005, and 
his essay "Just Because of the Color of His Skin: The 1955 Lynching of Emmett 
Till;' recounts the story of Mamie Till-Mobley, a woman who lost her son to the 
evil of the Jim Crow South but whose bravery and dignity inspired a genera
tion of activists to demand equality and civil liberties for all Americans. One 
hundred thousand mourners viewed Till's body as it lay in state in Chicago; the 
Chicago Defender and JET magazine printed photographs that people across 
the country and throughout the world saw. That a jury acquitted the two men 
identified as Till's killers after little more than an hour of deliberations and that 
a month later they admitted everything in a magazine interview only made the 
need for the Supreme Court's intervention all the more apparent. 

Emmett Till's death brought home to many, especially non southerners, the 
reality of the terrorism facing African Americans living in the South, in a way 



Section IV 

Illinois and Brown 

The commemoration offered the University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign an opportunity to reflect not only on 

the national significance of Brown, but also on its ramifica

tions closer to home. The essays in this section demonstrate 

the impact of the court case at the university, in the towns 

of Champaign and Urbana, and in the state of Illinois. Joy 

Ann Williamson Lott's essay allows us to appreciate both the 

achievements of black student activists in changing university 

policies and institutions in the era of Black Power, but she also 

demonstrates the enormity of the opposition they faced and 

the costs of their struggle. In some ways, Chancellor Richard 

Herman answers Lott's account of the university in the 1960s 

with his own essay about how diversity and immigration have 

helped shape greatness in American education; Herman ar

ticulates the need to welcome all new arrivals who invigorate 

both education and democracy. Kathryn Anthony and Nicholas 

Watkins document the place of black students in the univer

sity's architecture program, noting how this has been affected 

by the Brown decision and the policies that followed in its wake. 

Nathaniel Banks offers a frank assessment of his experience as 

a student and administrator in the public and private schools of 

Champaign. And James Loewen discusses the grim and largely 

unexamined history of sundown towns in Illinois. 


